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Abstract Increasingly, computer software must adapt
dynamically to changing conditions. The correctness of
adaptation cannot be rigorously addressed without pre-
cisely specifying the requirements for adaptation. In many
situations, these requirements involve absolute time, in
addition to a logical ordering of events. This paper intro-
duces an approach to formally specifying such timing re-
quirements for adaptive software. We introduce TA-LTL,
a timed adaptation-based extension to linear temporal
logic, and use this logic to specify three timing properties
associated with the adaptation process: safety, liveness,
and stability. A dynamic adaptation scenario involving
interactive audio streaming software is used to illustrate
the timed temporal logic.

Keywords Autonomic Systems · Adaptation · Timing
Properties · Temporal Logic · Model Checking

1 Introduction

Interests in adaptive computing systems have grown dra-
matically in the past few years [23]. One of several driv-
ing factors is the increasing demand for autonomic com-
puting [15], which refers to systems being capable of
managing and protecting their own resources with only
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high-level human guidance. Adaptive software behavior,
including the dynamic recomposition of the code itself,
has been studied extensively with respect to di!erent
system layers [23]. Some projects have addressed adap-
tation at the operating system level [4; 7], while others
have focused on middleware [16; 25; 31]. In addition to its
traditional role in hiding resource distribution and plat-
form heterogeneity, middleware can be used to address
several concerns related to adaptive behavior, including
quality-of-service, fault tolerance, and security.

Dynamically adaptive software can be more resilient
to changing conditions and o!er higher availability than
nonadaptive software [23]. The design of adaptive soft-
ware, however, must be supported by a programming
paradigm that lends itself to automated checking of both
functional and nonfunctional properties of the system.
In particular, correctness of adaptive software systems
cannot be rigorously addressed without precisely speci-
fying their requirements [6]. Many types of adaptation
involve timing requirements, including requirements on
the allowable sequences of actions in reconfiguring code,
and absolute timing requirements arising from real-time
characteristics of the application. This paper focuses on
the specification of timing requirements associated with
dynamic software adaptation.

Previously, Zhang and Cheng proposed A-LTL [34;
35], an extension to linear temporal logic for formally
specifying the semantics of adaptive and recomposable
software. A-LTL enables software developers to explic-
itly specify adaptive behavior. Moreover, A-LTL enables
application of automated analysis methods to adaptive
software, including the use of model checking to ver-
ify the correctness of a model, and dynamic insertion of
adaptation logic code into the software [36]. However, A-
LTL specifies only the relative temporal ordering among
events and system states that occur during the adapta-
tion process. While this capability is suited to specifying
many types of adaptive behavior, A-LTL is insu"cient to
specify systems with real-time requirements, where the
absolute timing may play an important role.
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In this paper we introduce Timed A-LTL (TA-LTL),
an extension to A-LTL that includes a metric for time [5;
41]. Specifically, TA-LTL enables temporal constraints to
be expressed in a quantitative form, in addition to spec-
ifying relative temporal ordering. We model an adaptive
software program as the composition of a finite num-
ber of steady-state programs [2; 35] and the adaptations
among these steady-state programs. We assume that the
properties of each program have already been specified
with a Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formula. Further-
more, we assume the adaptation process from one pro-
gram to another has been specified with an A-LTL for-
mula. TA-LTL enables us to specify three types of prop-
erties of adaptation that involve absolute time, namely
the safety, liveness, and stability properties. We have suc-
cessfully applied this specification technique to a number
of prototype adaptive programs, including adaptive com-
munication software components.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides background information on adaptive
communication services, and Section 3 discusses related
work on specifying temporal constraints. In Section 4
we introduce the syntax and semantics of TA-LTL, and
Section 5 describes the use of TA-LTL in specifying the
timing properties of three commonly used adaptation se-
mantics. Section 6 illustrates the approach with a mobile
communication example. Section 7 discusses some issues
regarding TA-LTL, including its expressiveness, decid-
ability, model checking algorithms, and asynchronous ex-
tensions. Section 8 concludes the paper and discusses fu-
ture directions.

2 Background

This study is part of RAPIDware [1], a project sponsored
by the U.S. O"ce of Naval Research. RAPIDware ad-
dresses the design and evaluation of adaptive middleware
to support interactive applications in dynamic, hetero-
geneous environments. The project investigates software
technologies and programming abstractions for building
adaptive systems. An overarching premise of the project
is that the design of adaptive software must be grounded
in principled, rigorous software engineering methods in
order to ensure that the integrity of the system is not
compromised as the system adapts, and that the system
can be e!ectively tested and maintained. In this paper,
we introduce TA-LTL as part of that e!ort.

While TA-LTL is applicable to many types of soft-
ware systems, our initial focus, described here, is on
adaptive communication services. Responding to changes
in the environment is particularly important in mobile
computing, since conditions on wireless channels are hi-
ghly dynamic and devices must try to maintain an ac-
ceptable quality of service. Dynamic adaptation can be
used to enhance fault tolerance, improve quality of ser-
vice, and accommodate changing security policies as users

roam among wireless domains. However, reconfiguration
of communication software can introduce timing prob-
lems, particularly when the data stream has real-time
requirements.

After presenting the design and use of TA-LTL, we
describe a case study in which we specify temporal con-
straints on MetaSockets [30], an adaptive communica-
tion component developed previously in the RAPIDware
project. MetaSockets provide the same imperative func-
tionality as regular Java sockets, including methods for
sending and receiving data. However, their internal struc-
ture and behavior can be adapted at run time in re-
sponse to changes in their environment. Figure 1 illus-
trates the internal architecture of the particular type
of MetaSockets used in this study. Packets are passed
through a pipeline of Filter components, each of which
processes the packets. Example filter services include: au-
diting tra"c and usage patterns, transcoding data streams
into lower-bandwidth versions, encrypting and decrypt-
ing data, and using forward error correction (FEC) to
make data streams more resilient to packet loss. Figure 1
shows that the MetaSocket also supports special types of
methods to insert and remove filters, as well as retrieve
their status.

Socket

Send-
Socket

MetaSocket Component
InsertFilter

RemoveFilter
GetStatusclose

send

filter with thread
and buffer

Fig. 1 Structure of a MetaSocket [30].

An earlier experimental study [40] demonstrated the
e!ectiveness of MetaSockets in supporting interactive
audio streaming to mobile devices under dynamic wire-
less channel conditions. In particular, MetaSockets en-
able a system to invoke stronger error control methods
under conditions of high packet loss, as well as imple-
ment energy conservation strategies that extend battery
lifetime. However, that study also revealed that certain
MetaSockets configurations can exhibit processing delays
large enough to produce jitter in the delivery and play-
back of the audio stream. In the case study presented
later, we demonstrate how TA-LTL specifications can be
used to prevent such situations.
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3 Related Work

In the past decade, researchers have proposed many tech-
niques, tools, and models for the formal specification of
real-time systems. Formal specification languages typi-
cally enumerate the temporal constraints among events
and actions, such as periodicity, invariants, liveness, and
safety conditions. For example, Linear Temporal Logic
(LTL), introduced by Pnueli [26], is a temporal exten-
sion to the propositional logic. The temporal connectives
of LTL, including ! (next), U (until), ! (eventually),
! (always), etc. describe the temporal relationships be-
tween states that characterize the temporal system evo-
lution.

However, LTL does not provide a metric of time and
describes only temporal ordering relationships between
states. Several approaches have been proposed to intro-
duce time explicitly to LTL, providing the capability to
make quantitative temporal assertions. Real-Time Tem-
poral Logic (RTTL) [24] extends LTL with real-time op-
erations and proof rules for real-time properties. Real-
Time Logic (RTL) [14] extends first order logic with a
set of elements for specifying real-time system require-
ments by presenting an absolute clock to measure time
progression. Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) [17] extends
first order logic with temporal operators, and includes a
metric for time to describe the structure of the tempo-
ral domain. In addition to the proposition values, Timed
Propositional Temporal Logic (TPTL) [3] has a single
clock reading at every state. Each clock reading can be
“frozen” with the use of a freeze operator so that it can
be compared with others. All these formal specification
languages have been shown to be e!ective in specifying
certain types of real-time properties. However, to our
knowledge, none has been applied to specifying dynamic
software adaptation, likely due to the lack of expressive-
ness for capturing adaptation semantics or the complex-
ity of the syntax needed to precisely specify adaptation
semantics.

Other work has addressed the correctness of adap-
tations. For example, Kulkarni et al. [20] introduced a
transitional-invariant lattice approach; theorem proving
is used to show that during and after an adaptation, the
adaptive program is in correct states with respect to sat-
isfying the transitional invariants. Other approaches [11;
19] use formal languages to describe the structural changes
of the software at the design and implementation levels.
Finally, protocols and algorithms during component re-
placement have been proposed [4; 10; 18; 39] to guar-
antee safe adaptation. However, these methods do not
explicitly address timing requirements of the adaptation
procedure.

In this paper, we address this issue by proposing a
language to specify the timing properties of adaptation
behavior in autonomic systems. We extend our previous
work on using A-LTL to specify adaptation semantics by
introducing a metric for time.

4 Timed Adapt Operator-Extended LTL

The TA-LTL language is based on two existing temporal
logics: A-LTL [34] and TPTL [3]. We first briefly review
both logics, and then give detailed syntax and semantics
of TA-LTL.

4.1 Supporting Temporal Logics

A-LTL. To specify adaptation semantics, we have pro-
posed A-LTL (Adapt operator-extended LTL) [34], an
extension to LTL. With A-LTL, the underlying program
model is a state machine that changes its behavior dur-
ing its execution. The state space describing each dif-
ferent kind of behavior is a steady-state program. The
state space describing the change of behavior from one
non-adaptive program (source program) to another (tar-
get program) is a simple adaptive program, which can
be identified by the source and target program pair. In
general, an n-plex adaptive program comprises n steady-
state programs.

To specify adaptation behavior, A-LTL extends LTL
with the adapt operator ( !

!). Among existing temporal
connectives, the closest to the adapt operator is the chop
operator (“;”) from the choppy logic introduced by Ros-
ner and Pnueli [29], and the ITL introduced by Bowman
and Thompson [9]. Informally, a software program sat-
isfying “" !

!#” (read as " adapts to # with adaptation
constraint $) means that the program initially satisfies
", and at a certain state A, it fulfills all the obligations
demanded by " and stops being constrained by ", and in
the next state B , starts to satisfy #, where " and # are
two temporal logic formulae. The state sequence (A,B)
satisfies $, where $ is an LTL formula evaluated on a
sequence of two states. Note that LTL semantics is de-
fined over infinite sequences. The semantics of both "
and $, however, has been redefined to be applied over
sequences of finite length as described below.

We have defined A-LTL semantics on both finite state
sequences (denoted by “|=fin”) and infinite state sequences
(denoted by “|=inf ”).

– Operators (", #, $, !, !, U , ¬, etc) are defined
similarly as those in LTL.

– If % is an infinite state sequence and " is an LTL
formula, then % satisfies " in A-LTL if and only if %
satisfies " in LTL. Formally, % |=inf " i! % |= " in
LTL.

– If % is a finite state sequence and " is an A-LTL for-
mula, then % |=fin " if and only if %! |=inf ", where %!

is the infinite state sequence constructed by repeat-
ing the last state of %.
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– % |=inf "
!
!# if and only if there exists a finite state

sequence
%! = (s0, s1, · · · sk ) and an infinite state sequence
%!! = (sk+1, sk+2, · · ·), such that

(sk , sk+1) |=fin $,

%! |=fin ",

%!! |=inf #,

and ,% = %! & %!!

where ", #, and $ are A-LTL formulae, and “&”
is the sequence concatenation operator. Informally, a
sequence satisfying "

!
!# can be considered the con-

catenation of two subsequences, where the first subse-
quence satisfies ", the second subsequence satisfies #,
and the two states connecting the two subsequences
satisfy $.

In practice, we have found A-LTL to be more con-
venient than LTL in specifying various adaptation se-
mantics [37]. In theory, we can prove that while A-LTL
and LTL have the same expressive power, A-LTL is at
least exponentially more succinct than LTL in specifying
adaptation properties [36].1

TPTL. Temporal logics with a metric for time allow
the definition of quantitative temporal relationships (in
addition to qualitative ordering), such as distance among
events and durations of events. A typical way to add
a metric for time in a propositional temporal logic is
to replace the unrestricted temporal operators by time-
bounded operators. For example, the bounded operator
![1,3]" states “" will become true eventually within 1 to
3 time units from the current time.”

An alternative way to represent time quantitatively
is to use the freeze quantification proposed by Alur and
Henzinger [3] in TPTL (Timed Propositional Tempo-
ral Logic). TPTL is a formalism for specifying real-time
properties. In TPTL, a time variable x can be bound by
a freeze quantifier (“x .”), which freezes x to the time the
temporal context is evaluated. Formally, given a supply
of variables V = {x , y, z · · ·}, a set of atomic propositions
P = {p, q , · · ·}, TPTL formulae are inductively defined
as

' := x + c | c
" := p | '1 % '1 | '1 &d '2 | "1""2 | !" |

"1 U "2 | x ."

1 It is a common misunderstanding that the adapt operator
in A-LTL can be simply replaced by the next or until operator
in LTL. We have proved [36] that it is not the case.

for x ' V , p ' P , and c, d ' N, d (= 0.
In TPTL, the timing constraints are of the form '1 %

'1, '1 &d '2. The “%” operator is the traditional arith-
metic inequality operator, and '1 &d '2 means that '1 is
congruent to '2 modulo the constant d [3]. More notably,
the formula x ." means that " is true if all occurrences of
x in " are replaced by the current time (0. Other propo-
sitional and temporal operators are defined as usual in
LTL.

4.2 Syntax of TA-LTL

TA-LTL is intended to address the safety, liveness, and
stability of adaptation behaviors. Safety and liveness are
adaptation properties to restrict the duration of adapta-
tion state transitions. Stability constrains the frequency
of state changes to ensure a system does not “thrash”
by oscillating between states. To support real-time in A-
LTL, we adopt the real-time metric in TPTL and apply
it to formulae in A-LTL.

The formulae of TA-LTL are constructed from propo-
sition symbols and timing constraints comprising inequal-
ity operators, temporal operators, and time reading vari-
ables. Let P be a set of proposition symbols (p, q , r , . . .),
let N be the set of nonnegative integers, and let V be
an infinite supply of time reading variables (x , y, z , . . .).
The terms of time ' and formulae " of TA-LTL are in-
ductively defined as follows:

' := x + c | c
" := p | '1 ) '2 | "1 # "2 | ¬" | "1""2 | !" |

!" | !" | "1U"2 | "1
!
!"2 | x ."

for x ' V , p ' P , and integer constant c ' N .

In TA-LTL, the timing constraints are of the form
'1 ) '2, where '1 and '2 are two terms, and ) rep-
resents one of the arithmetic inequality operators <,%
, >*,=.

The temporal operators ! (next), U (until), ! (fi-
nally), and ! (always) are similar to the temporal oper-
ators defined in LTL. The operator !

! is similar to the
adapt operator defined in A-LTL. “x .” is similar to the
freeze operator in TPTL, and other propositional op-
erators, such as $ (or), " (imply), + (co-imply), are
defined similarly to those in propositional logic.

4.3 Semantics of TA-LTL

TA-LTL is evaluated over timed state sequences, where
each state is an interpretation of a subset of P . A timed
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state sequence is an infinite sequence of states, each of
which is labeled with a discrete time t (t ' N) [3]. For-
mally, a state sequence %

% = %0%1%2 . . .

is an infinite sequence of states, where %i , P for all
i * 0. A time sequence

( = (0(1(2 . . .

is an infinite sequence of time readings, where (i ' N for
all i * 0, and ( satisfies

Monotonicity: (i % (i+1 for all i * 0;

Progress: For all t ' N, there is some i (i * 0) such
that (i > t .

Thus, a timed state sequence is denoted as a pair ) =
(%, (), or it can also be considered as an infinite sequence
of pairs ) = (%0, (0), (%1, (1), . . .. We use )i to represent
the ith su"x of ), i.e., )i = )i , )i+1, · · ·.

An environment * is an assignment of all the variables
in V , which is also extended to be applied to terms.
For example, *(x + c) is defined to be *(x ) + c. We use
) |=" " to represent the satisfaction relationship between
a timed state sequence ) and a TA-LTL formula " under
the environment *. Similar to A-LTL, we also define TA-
LTL semantics in the domain of timed state sequences
with finite length. We use + |=fin" " to represent that a
finite timed state sequence + satisfies TA-LTL formula
" in the finite sequence domain. The TA-LTL semantics
is formally defined as follows:

– + |=fin" " if and only if ) |=" ", where ) is the in-
finite timed state sequence obtained by extending +
with its last state infinite times. This rule related the
semantics in infinite and finite timed state sequence
domains.

– ) |=" p for all p ' P , if and only if p ' %0.

– ) |=" '1 ) '2 if and only if *('1) ) *('2).

– ) |=" "## if and only if ) |=" " and ) |=" #.

– ) |=" ¬" if and only if ) (|=" ".

– ) |=" !" if and only if )1 |=" ".

– ) |=" "U # if and only if exists i (i % 0) such that
)i |=" #, and for all j (0 < j < i), )j |=" ".

– ) |=" x ." if and only if ) |="[x :=#0] ", where *[x := (0]
is the environment derived by replacing the assign-
ment of x in * with (0.

– ) |=" "
!
!# if and only if exists i (i > 0) such that

)i |=" # and )0, · · · )i"1 |=fin" ".

– Other operators ($,", !, !, etc) are defined simi-
larly as those used in LTL.

In this paper, we assume all TA-LTL formulae are
closed, i.e., any occurrence of time variable x must be
within the scope of a freeze operator “x .”.

5 Specifying Adaptation Timing Properties

Figure 2 depicts three commonly used adaptation sce-
narios [34]: Figure 2(a) depicts the one-point adaptation
(the source program adapts to the target program at a
certain point during its execution); Figure 2(b) shows
the guided adaptation (the source program adapts to the
target program with a restriction condition); and Fig-
ure 2(c) depicts the overlap adaptation (under the re-
striction conditions, the target program behavior starts
before the source program behavior stops). There are
many other possible adaptation semantics. In this pa-
per, however, we focus on specifying the timing proper-
ties of these adaptation semantics with TA-LTL by bind-
ing time variables to the temporal formulae. Specifically,
we investigate three real-time properties of adaptation
semantics: safety, liveness, and stability.

Safety asserts that properties that may invalidate the
adaptation will not happen. The timing properties of
safety enforce that the source/target program should en-
ter the restriction condition or safe state within a certain
time period after receiving the adaptation request. If this
time constraint cannot be satisfied, then it might be too
late for the system to react to the dynamically chang-
ing environment, attacks, user requirements, etc. Safety
properties are most important to adaptations when re-
sponding to security threats in which late responses may
cause irreversible damage to the system.

Liveness asserts properties that respond to the adap-
tation requests and asserts that the adaptation goals will
eventually be satisfied in time. The liveness timing prop-
erties restrict the time periods allowed for the source
program to adapt to the target program upon receiv-
ing adaptation requests. If this time constraint cannot
be satisfied, then the adaptation needs may become in-
valid or the adaptation may cause the system to enter
an inconsistent state [38; 39].

Stability asserts how long the system should remain
in certain states. In order to avoid adaptation oscilla-
tion caused by frequent adaptation triggering, the tim-
ing properties of stability constrain the time interval be-
tween two successive adaptations and thus ensure that
the system executes in a steady-state program for a cer-
tain amount of time before the next adaptation is al-
lowed. If the stability time constraint is violated, then
the system might enter an unstable state.
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Fig. 2 Three adaptation scenarios.

While each steady-state program may have its own
real-time constraints, in this paper, we only focus on
adaptation related real-time constraints and assume that
the source and the target steady-state programs have
been both specified in LTL. We refer to these specifi-
cations as base specifications and denote them as SSPEC

and TSPEC , respectively. We specify the adaptation from
the source program to the target program with A-LTL
by extending the base specifications of the source and the
target programs. For some adaptations, the source/target
program behavior may need to be constrained during
the adaptation. We use an LTL formula to specify the
restriction condition, RCOND , during the adaptation.

We use a proposition AREQ to indicate the receipt
of an adaptation request to a target program. We iden-
tify the quiescent states for adaptation to be those states
where all the obligations required by the source specifi-
cation SSPEC are fulfilled by the source program, and
thus it is safe to terminate the source behavior.

5.1 One-Point Adaptation

Under one-point adaptation semantics, after receiving an
adaptation request, the source program adapts to the

target program at a certain point during its execution.
The prerequisite is that the source program should al-
ways eventually reach quiescent states during its execu-
tion. This semantics is depicted in Figure 2(a), where
circles represent a sequence of states. Solid lines repre-
sent state intervals and the label of each solid line repre-
sents the property that is held by the interval. The arrow
points to the states in which an adaptation request is re-
ceived. This adaptation semantics can be specified by
A-LTL as follows:

SPECONE-POINT = (SSPEC # !AREQ )
!
!TSPEC (1)

This formula states that the program initially satisfies
SSPEC . When the program reaches a quiescent state, i.e.,
all obligations demanded by SSPEC are fulfilled, the pro-
gram stops being obligated by SSPEC and starts to sat-
isfy TSPEC . In the context of adaptive processing of data
streams, an example is to insert the encoder at the sender
side where each operation is applied independently to
each packet in the outgoing stream.

We specify the liveness timing constraints for one-
point adaptation as follows:

LIVEONE-POINT = !x .(AREQ

!
!y.TSPEC#(y % x + tlive)) (2)

The formula states that once the source program receives
an adaptation request (specified by AREQ), it should
adapt to the target program (specified by TSPEC ) within
tlive , where tlive represents the upper bound of the con-
strained time frame.

The stability timing constraint for one-point adapta-
tion is specified as follows:

STABLEONE-POINT = x .((SSPEC # !AREQ)
!
!y.TSPEC#(y * x + tfreq)) (3)

The formula states that the source program should con-
tinue to satisfy SSPEC for at least tfreq before it can start
to satisfy TSPEC .

The timing constraints for one-point adaptation are
illustrated in Figure 3, where the time di!erence con-
strained by each formula is denoted by ,t .
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Fig. 3 Real-time constraints for one-point adaptation.

5.2 Guided Adaptation

Under guided adaptation semantics (visually depicted in
Figure 2(b)), after receiving an adaptation request, the
system first applies a restriction condition to the source
program behavior, and then adapts to the target pro-
gram when it reaches a quiescent state. This semantics
is suited for adaptations where source programs cannot
otherwise guarantee reaching a quiescent state within a
given amount of time. The restriction condition ensures
that the source program will reach a quiescent state. This
situation arises when the system needs to provide con-
tinued service of the old system before switching to the
new system. For example, if we are applying encryption
encoding/decoding to a sender and receiver, the receiver
needs to process any unencoded packets that are in-flight
or bu!ered at the receiver, before inserting the decoder
into the processing chain. This adaptation semantics can
be specified by A-LTL as follows:

SPECGUIDED =
!
SSPEC#(!AREQ

!1!RCOND)
"

!2!TSPEC (4)

The specification states that initially SSPEC is satis-
fied. After an adaptation request, AREQ , is received, the
program should satisfy a restriction condition RCOND

(marked with !1!). When the program reaches a quies-
cent state of the source, the program stops being con-
strained by SSPEC , and starts to satisfy TSPEC (marked
with !2!). The hot-swapping technique introduced by Ap-
pavoo et al [4] and the safe adaptation protocol [38; 39]
introduced in our previous work use the guided adapta-
tion semantics.

The safety timing property of SPECGUIDED can be
specified by TA-LTL as follows:

SAFEGUIDED = !x .(AREQ

!1!y.RCOND#(x + tsafe * y))

!2!TSPEC (5)

This formula states that upon receiving the adaptation
request, the source program should satisfy the restriction
condition, RCOND , within tsafe , otherwise the response
is too late to ensure safety in the system, where tsafe rep-
resents the upper bound of the constrained time frame.

The liveness property LIVEGUIDED for the guided
adaptation is specified as follows:

LIVEGUIDED = !x .(AREQ

!1!RCOND

!2!y.TSPEC#(y % x + tlive)) (6)

This formula has a similar meaning to the liveness prop-
erty for the one-point adaptation. It states that once the
source program receives an adaptation request (specified
by AREQ), it should adapt to the target program (spec-
ified by TSPEC ) within tlive , where tlive represents the
upper bound of the constrained time frame.

The stability property STABLEGUIDED for the guided
adaptation is as follows:

STABLEGUIDED = x .(SSPEC#(!AREQ

!1!RCOND )
!2!y.TSPEC#(y * x + tfreq)) (7)

The formula states that the source program should con-
tinue to satisfy SSPEC for at least tfreq before it can start
to satisfy TSPEC .

The real-time constraints for guided adaptation are
illustrated in Figure 4.

5.3 Overlap Adaptation

Under overlap adaptation semantics, depicted in Fig-
ure 2(c), the target steady-state program behavior starts
before the source steady-state program behavior stops.
During the overlap of the source and the target behavior,
a restriction condition, RCOND , is applied to safeguard
the correct behavior of the program. This adaptation se-
mantics is suited for the case when continuous service
from the adaptive program is required. The restriction
condition ensures that the source program reaches a qui-
escent state. For example, in an adaptive communication
program, a receiver may need to be able to handle both
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Fig. 4 Real-time constraints for guided adaptation.

unencoded and encoded packets for a period of time after
the filter has been reconfigured. The overlap adaptation
semantics is formally specified in A-LTL as follows:

SPECOVERLAP = (SSPEC#(!AREQ

!1!SRCOND)
!2!true)
#(!AREQ

!3!TSPEC#(TRCOND

!4!true)) (8)

This formula states that the entire adaptation process
comprises two parts. Initially only the SSPEC is satisfied.
After an adaptation request, AREQ , is received, the sys-
tem should start to satisfy a source restriction condition,
SRCOND (marked with !1!). When the system reaches
a quiescent state of the source program, the adaptive
program stops being obliged by SSPEC and SRCOND

(marked with !2!). The second part of the formula is used
to specify the target program behavior which starts to
satisfy TSPEC and target restriction condition TRCOND

upon receiving adaptation request AREQ (marked with
!3!). Finally only the TSPEC continue to be satisfied
(marked with !4!). The graceful adaptation protocol in-
troduced by Chen et al [10] and the distributed reset
protocol introduced by Kulkarni et al [21] use the over-
lap adaptation semantics.

The real-time properties of SPECOVERLAP are shown
in Formula 9–14 below:

SAFEREQ-ADAPT = !x .(AREQ

!1!y.SRCOND#(x + ts"ra * y))
!2!true (9)

LIVEREQ-FULFILL = !x .(AREQ

!1!SRCOND

!2!y.(x + tl"rf * y)) (10)

LIVEREQ-TSTART = !x .(AREQ

!3!y.(TSPEC#TRCOND

!4!(x + tl"rt * y))) (11)

LIVETSTART-COMPLETE = !AREQ

!3!(x .TSPEC#(TRCOND

!4!y.(x + tl"tc * y))) (12)

LIVEREQ-COMPLETE = !x .(AREQ

!3!TSPEC#(TRCOND

!4!y.(x + tl"rc * y))) (13)

STABLEOVERLAP = x .(SSPEC#!AREQ

!1!SRCOND

!2!y.(x + tfreq % y)) (14)

In Formula 9, SAFEREQ-ADAPT states that upon receiv-
ing the adaptation request, the source program should
satisfy the source restriction condition SRCOND within
ts"ra , otherwise the response time is too long to be e!ec-
tive. In Formula 10, LIVEREQ-FULFILL states that once the
source program receives an adaptation request, it should
complete the whole adaptation process within tl"rf . Sim-
ilarly, in Formula 11, LIVEREQ-TSTART indicates that once
the adaptation request is received, the target program
must start within tl"rt . In Formula 12, LIVETSTART-COMPLETE

states that once the target behavior starts, the entire
adaptation process must complete with tl"tc. In For-
mula 13, LIVEREQ-COMPLETE states the time from receiving
the adaptation request to being fully functioning must be
within tl"rc. And finally, in Formula 14, STABLEOVERLAP

states that the source program should continue to sat-
isfy SSPEC for at least tfreq before it may stop satisfying
SSPEC . The real-time constraints for overlap adaptation
are illustrated in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5 Real-time constraints for overlap adaptation.

6 Case Study

To illustrate the use of TA-LTL in specifying adapta-
tion timing properties, we use TA-LTL to specify the
safety, liveness, and stability of the adaptation behav-
ior of the adaptive audio streaming system mentioned
earlier. The interconnection of the systems is depicted
in Figure 6. A live audio stream is multicast from a
wired desktop computer to multiple mobile devices via
the 802.11b WLAN. E!ectively, the receivers are used as
multicast-capable Internet “phones” participating in a
conferencing application. We expect the system to oper-
ate in environments with di!erent packet loss rates. The
loss rate of the wireless connection changes over time
and the program should adapt its behavior accordingly:
When the loss rate is low, the sender/receiver should
use a low loss-tolerance and low bandwidth-consuming
encoder/decoder or should remove the encoder/decoder
completely; when the loss rate is high, they should use
a high-loss-tolerance and consequently high bandwidth-
consuming encoder/decoder.

Access
Point

Wireless
Receivers

Audio Stream

Wired
Sender

...

Fig. 6 Audio streaming system connection

6.1 Forward Error Correction (FEC) Filters

The adaptive behavior in this system is realized using
MetaSockets [32] that internally support dynamic recon-
figuration of a chain of processing filters. MetaSockets
can be used in place of regular Java sockets, provid-
ing the same imperative functionality, including methods
for sending and receiving data. However, their internal
structure and behavior can be adapted at run time in
response to changes in their environment. MetaSockets
behavior can be adapted through the insertion and re-
moval of filters that manipulate the data stream. For
example, filters can perform encryption, decryption, for-
ward error correction, compression, and so forth. Specif-
ically, in this case study, we use two di!erent FEC filters
to respond to the dynamic changing loss rate. One fil-
ter uses block erasure codes [27], and the other uses the
GSM 06.10 encoding algorithm also used for cellular tele-
phones [12]. The FEC encoded data is di!erent from the
original audio data and can be played only after it is
decoded by the FEC decoder. A run-time scenario is to
have all collected audio samples at the sender side stored
in a data bu!er waiting to be encoded by the FEC en-
coder. The encoded data packets are then multicast to
the receivers and stored in a data bu!er waiting to be
decoded the FEC decoder. The decoded audio data will
eventually be played by the receivers. Here, we use the
guided adaptation semantics to specify the adaptation
of inserting an FEC filter at the receiver side.

The use of (n, k) block erasure codes for error correc-
tion was popularized by Rizzo [27] and is now used in
many wired and wireless distributed systems. Figure 7
depicts the basic operation of these codes. An encoder
converts k source packets into n encoded packets, such
that any k of the n encoded packets can be used to re-
construct the k source packets [27]. In this paper, we use
only systematic codes, which means that the first k of the
n encoded packets are identical to the k source packets.
We refer to the first k packets as data packets, and the
remaining n - k packets as parity packets. Each set of n
encoded packets is referred to as a group. The advantage
of using block erasure codes for multicasting is that any
x (x % n - k) parity packet can be used to correct inde-
pendent x packet losses among di!erent receivers [27]. In
the remainder of the paper, we refer to the block-oriented
FEC simply as “FEC (n, k)”. While block-oriented FEC
approaches are e!ective in improving the quality of in-
teractive audio streams on wireless networks, the group
sizes must be relatively small in order to reduce playback
delays.

An alternative approach with lower delay and lower
overhead is the GSM-oriented FEC encoding (also known
as signal processing-based FEC (SFEC)) [8], in which a
lossy, compressed encoding of each packet pi is piggy-
backed onto one or more subsequent packets. If packet
pi is lost, but one of the encodings of packet pi arrives at
the receiver, then at least a lower quality version of the
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Fig. 7 Operation of block erasure code.

packet can be played to the listener. The parameter - is
the o!set between the original packet and its compressed
version. Figure 8 shows two di!erent examples, one with
- = 1 and the other with - = 2. It is also possible to place
multiple encodings of the same packet in multiple sub-
sequent packets, such as using both -1 = 1 and -2 = 3.
Although GSM is a CPU-intensive coding algorithm [8],
the bandwidth overhead is very small. In the remainder
of the paper, we refer to the GSM-oriented FEC simply
as “GSM (-, c),” which means copies of the coded packet
p are placed in c successive packets, beginning from the
-th packets after p.

    

 

(a) GSM encoding with ! = 1

    

 

(b) GSM encoding with ! = 2

Fig. 8 Di!erent ways of using GSM encoding on a packet
stream (di : data, gi : copy).

6.2 Specifying QoS Constraint with TA-LTL

In previous research [40], we have investigated the quality-
of-service (QoS) properties (such as packet delivery rate
and delay) of these two FEC protocols. Table 1 shows
the loss rate perceived by the receiving application, that

is, after FEC decoding, for di!erent FEC (n, k) or GSM
(-, c) settings. Another factor important to real-time com-
munication is the additional delay introduced into the
packet stream by the encoding and decoding filters. Ta-
ble 2 shows the worst case delay introduced by di!erent
FEC codes to wait for the encoded packets. For exam-
ple, considering FEC (8, 4) and GSM (3, 1), if the first
data packet is lost, then the receiver will need to wait
for at least 3 packets until the first parity packet or pig-
gybacked packet arrives to recover the loss.

From the QoS comparison we know that for a certain
wireless environment (e.g., 28% raw loss rate as shown in
Table 1), di!erent FEC codes have di!erent loss recovery
performance while holding di!erent timing characteris-
tics. For example, if the raw loss rate of the wireless
environment changes to 28% and the expected loss rate
after FEC decoding is % 10%, FEC (8, 4), GSM (1, 2),
GSM (1, 3), GSM (2, 3), GSM (2, 3), GSM (3, 2), and
GSM (3, 3) are possible filter candidates for adaptation.
However, in order to satisfy the real-time interactive au-
dio streaming requirement, the accumulated delay after
adaptation should not exceed 150 msec [28]. For this ex-
ample, in the guided adaptation, the restriction condi-
tion is that the data is blocked from transmission during
the adaptation. Thus the accumulated delay comprises
two parts: the adaptation delay and the FEC delay. If
there is no additional operation (e.g., dropping packet,
fast playback) to reduce the delay, this accumulated de-
lay will remain in the post-adaptation communication.
Thus we can use TA-LTL to specify the real-time con-
straint, and the selection of FEC filters and the imple-
mentation of adaptation should satisfy this constraint.

This adaptation semantics and its timing properties
can be specified by A-LTL and TA-LTL as shown in Fig-
ure 9. In Formula 15, SPECFEC states that initially the
system is running without FEC filters (the source pro-
gram), i.e., it satisfies NoFECSPEC . After an adaptation
request, AREQ , is received, the system should satisfy a
restriction condition RCOND , which requires the receiver
to temporarily stop receiving incoming encoded FEC
data. When the source program reaches a quiescent state,
i.e., all original audio data in the bu!er have been played,
the system stops satisfying the NoFECSPEC , and starts
to satisfy WithFECSPEC . In Formula 16, SAFEFEC states
that upon receiving the FEC decoder insertion adapta-
tion request, the source program should stop receiving in-
coming packets within tsafe , otherwise the encoded FEC
data will be received and stored in the data bu!er, caus-
ing a failure since it cannot be played directly. In For-
mula 17, LIVEFEC specifies the real-time constraint of
the adaptation for inserting FEC filters discussed above.
Specifically, tlive is the criteria for ensuring real-time
audio communication (150 msec in this study). In For-
mula 18, STABLEFEC prevents the system from insert-
ing/removing the FEC filter too frequently. This exam-
ple illustrates the use of TA-LTL in specifying quanti-
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Table 1 Loss rate comparison of di!erent FEC codes

Code Raw GSM
(1,1)

GSM
(1,2)

GSM
(1,3)

GSM
(2,1)

GSM
(2,2)

GSM
(2,3)

GSM
(3,1)

GSM
(3,2)

GSM
(3,3)

FEC
(4,4)

FEC
(6,4)

FEC
(8,4)

% 28 11.05 6.28 3.53 13.88 6.8 3.78 10.27 4.8 2.75 28.20 16.29 9.16

Table 2 Delay comparison of di!erent FEC codes

Code GSM
(1,1)

GSM
(1,2)

GSM
(1,3)

GSM
(2,1)

GSM
(2,2)

GSM
(2,3)

GSM
(3,1)

GSM
(3,2)

GSM
(3,3)

FEC
(4,4)

FEC
(6,4)

FEC
(8,4)

Delay (msec) 19.95 39.95 59.9 40.83 60.37 80.10 62.55 82.52 102.87 17.79 37.73 52.33

tative timing requirements for adaptive communication
software.

SPECFEC = NoFECSPEC!(!AREQ

!1"RCOND )
!2"WithFECSPEC (15)

SAFEFEC = !x .(AREQ

!1"y .RCOND!(x + tsafe " y))
!2"WithFECSPEC (16)

LIVEFEC = !x .(AREQ

!1"RCOND

!2"y .WithFECSPEC!(y # x + tlive )) (17)

STABLEFEC = x .(NoFECSPEC!(!AREQ

!1"RCOND )
!2"y .WithFECSPEC!(y " x + tfreq )) (18)

Fig. 9 Specifying adaptation semantics with TA-LTL

7 Discussion

In this section, we discuss issues regarding TA-LTL, in-
cluding its expressiveness, decidability, model checking
algorithm, and asynchronous extensions.

7.1 Expressiveness

We say a logic L1 is more expressive than another logic
L2, denoted L1 * L2, if and only if for any formula "2 in
L2, there exists a formula "1 in L1 such that "1 accepts
exactly the same set of models that "2 accepts. We say a
logic L1 is strictly more expressive than another logic L2,
denoted L1 > L2, if and only if L1 * L2, but L2 (* L1.
We say L1 and L2 are equivalent in expressive power,
denoted L1 & L2, if and only if L1 * L2 and L2 * L1.
The expressiveness of TA-LTL is defined in terms of the
set of timed state sequences that satisfy each TA-LTL
formula.

The TA-LTL introduced in this paper can be consid-
ered as a combination of A-LTL and TPTL. A-LTL is a
non-real time temporal logic, and thus it does not ref-
erence ( , the time sequence, in a timed state sequence.
Therefore, TA-LTL is strictly more expressive than A-
LTL.

Theorem 1: TA-LTL is strictly more expressive than
A-LTL.

Proof : We prove that TA-LTL is more expressive than
A-LTL but not vice-versa.

(1) TA-LTL is more expressive than A-LTL: TA-LTL *
A-LTL.

The proof of this statement is straightforward. Since
TA-LTL is a super set of A-LTL, for any formula " of A-
LTL, there is also a formula "! of exactly the same form
in TA-LTL, and "! = ". Therefore, we have TA-LTL *
A-LTL

(2) A-LTL is not more expressive than TA-LTL: A-LTL
(* TA-LTL.
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For the timed state sequence

% = (¬p, 0), (p, 1), (p, 2), · · · and
%! = (¬p, 0), (p, 5), (p, 6), · · ·,

there is a formula in TA-LTL, " = !x .p#(x < 5), that
distinguishes these two sequences. That is, % |=inf ",
while %! (|=inf ". However, for any formula # in A-LTL,
we have % |= # if and only if %! |= #. Therefore, there is
no formula in A-LTL that accepts exactly the same set
of sequences as " does. Thus we have A-LTL (* TA-LTL.

Therefore, TA-LTL > A-LTL

"

We have previously proved that A-LTL and LTL are
equivalent in their expressive power, whereas, A-LTL is
at least exponentially more succinct than LTL in express-
ing adaptation semantics [36]. We can conclude that TA-
LTL is at least exponentially more succinct than TPTL,
however, the relative expressive power between TA-LTL
and TPTL is yet to be determined, which is part of our
ongoing work.

7.2 Decision Procedure and Model Checking

For a given logic, a formula " of the logic is satisfiable
if and only if there exists a model %, such that % |= ".
A decision procedure of a logic determines whether each
formula of the given logic is satisfiable. Tableaux-based
decision procedures have been adopted by researchers to
address the satisfiability problem of temporal logics in-
cluding LTL [22], the choppy logic [29], etc. Previously
we also proposed using a tableaux-based decision proce-
dure for the satisfiability problem for A-LTL [37]. Alur
et al. [3] extended the traditional tableaux-based ap-
proach with time-di!erence propositions to address the
real-time properties in TPTL satisfiability problem. The
same technique can be used to extend the A-LTL deci-
sion procedure for TA-LTL.

Model checking techniques determine whether a pro-
gram (formally a Kripke structure [13]) satisfies a given
temporal logic formula by exploring the state space of the
program. We adopt the timed state graph [3] as the for-
mal model for real-time programs. A timed state graph
is a tuple T = .L, µ, .,L0,T/, where

– L is a finite set of locations;

– µ : L " 2P is a labeling function that labels each
location l ' L with a state µl , P ;

– . is a time di!erence function that labels each lo-
cation with the time di!erent from its predecessor
location;

– L0 , L is a set of initial locations;

– T , L2 is a set of transitions.

A computation of the timed state graph is a timed state
sequence ) = (%, () if and only if there is an infinite
path l = l0, l1, · · · of T , such that %i = µli

, and the
time di!erence in li(+1) equals ((i+1 - (i). The model
checking of a timed state graph T against a TA-LTL
formula " proceeds as follows:

1. Calculate the negation of the formula ¬".

2. Constructe the tableau T (¬") for ¬".

3. Calculate the product P = T 0 T (¬")

4. Determining whether the produce P contains an ac-
cepting path % starting from a state that contains the
initial state of T and ¬".

The program model T satisfies the formula " if and only
if there does not exist such a path %.

7.3 Asynchronous Multi-Clock Extension

TA-LTL is a formalism for specifying real-time proper-
ties with a single system clock. However, in a distributed
system, multiple local clocks may be used among di!er-
ent system components, where a local clock is a physical
device that when accessed, returns a clock reading. As a
result, it may not be possible to compare the numerical
readings of these clocks to determine the temporal prece-
dence, since they may tick at completely independent
rates. To interpret timing inequalities involving di!erent
local clocks, Wang et al proposed APTL [33], an asyn-
chronous distributed system model, to treat local clock
readings not as numerical values, but as special tempo-
ral marks, enabling comparison of the “temporal prece-
dence” between readings from di!erent local clocks. For
a system of m local clocks, ai is the reading a of clock i .
Given a local clock reading ai and an integer constant d ,
ai +d is a displaced local clock reading with displacement
d and defined as ai + d & (a + d)i .

In order to specify adaptation semantics for distributed
systems, we could also extend TA-LTL with an asyn-
chronous clock system as follows:

' := xi + c | c (19)
" := p | '1 ) '2 | "1 # "2 | "1 " "2 |

¬" | !" | "1U"2 | "1
!
! "2 |

[x1, . . . , xm ]" (20)
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for x ' V , p ' P , and integer constants c ' N .

The local clocks are indexed with positive integers
1 through m. The variables x1, . . . , xm are names of lo-
cal reading variables for clock 1, . . . ,m, respectively. The
variable i is the integer index for a clock. The timing
constraints ('1 ) '2) are the forms of asynchronous in-
equalities proposed in APTL which presents the tempo-
ral relationship between local clock readings [33]. Cor-
responding to the usual arithmetic inequality operators
<,%, >,*,=, there are five asynchronous inequality op-
erators :

" : earlier than;
# : no later than;
$ : later than;
% : no earlier than;
# : at the same instant as.

In this paper, our discussion focuses on specifying
adaptation semantics with timing constraints in the con-
text of a single clock. We assume that the request thread,
the source program, and the target program share the
same clock. Adaptation semantics with multiple clocks
can be considered a generalization of the semantics dis-
cussed in this paper and is part of our ongoing work.

8 Conclusions

Adaptation semantics should be precisely specified at the
requirements level so that they can be well understood
and correctly implemented in later phases of the software
development process. This paper introduced the specifi-
cation of adaptation timing properties in autonomic sys-
tems in terms of TA-LTL.

After an adaptation temporal specification is con-
structed, it may serve as guidance for the adaptation
developers to clarify the intent for the adaptive program.
It can also be used to check for consistency in the tem-
poral logic specifications. By using run-time verification
techniques, we may also automatically identify the safe
states for an adaptation and insert adaptation logic at
appropriate points in the program. We may even perform
model checking to verify the correctness of the program
model against the temporal logic specifications.

Our future work includes investigating adaptation se-
mantics with multiple clocks, automatically generating
program models and code based on a given adaptation
semantics, developing model checking tools to verify the
correctness of adaptive programs [36].
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